4 DAX Four Zone 192kHz/24bit DAC and Crossover
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Four ESS Sabre DACs in a single chassis. Hi/Low, mono & subwoofer outputs

The ZoneMaster® 4 DAX is the first four-zone, four-source single chassis DAC with
integrated crossovers, mono outputs and subwoofer connectivity. The innovative design
allows custom installers to upgrade their digital sound quality and add speaker flexibility
when creating multi-zone systems based around the Sonos Connect®, BlueSound Node®,
Google Chromecast Audio®, or Apple Airport Express®. Since all of these streaming devices
have their own digital volume control the 4 DAX eliminates the need for additional preamps
or house audio controllers. High and low pass crossover options and multiple mono outputs
add flexibility previously not possible in a single 1U rack space.
The 4 DAX achieves superior audio performance by using four premium 192kHz/24bit
ESS Sabre DACs and four Parasound-designed analog crossovers. Each of the four zones’
analog outputs include full-range stereo, high-pass stereo, full-range mono, high-pass mono
and low-pass mono/subwoofer. Each zone includes optical and coax inputs, level
adjustments for left and right channels as well as its own 12V output for triggering additional
equipment such as amplifiers and cooling equipment. Parasound's ZoneMaster line of multizone amplifiers has independent trigger inputs for each zone making them a perfect
companion to the ZoneMaster 4 DAX.
Previously, installers would have needed four separate DACs and four crossovers in
four separate chassis, taking up precious rack space and making integration with subwoofers
and bass limited speakers overly complicated. Combine all this connectivity with legendary
Parasound sound quality and it makes the 4 DAX the ideal upgrade to any whole-house audio
installation.

Features:









Four Independent DACs in a single chassis
High and low pass stereo and mono/subwoofer outputs for each zone
12V trigger output for each zone
Level controls for all channels
192kHz/24bit ESS Sabre DACs with Hyperstream™ jitter eliminator
3 Volt high gain outputs
Optical and coaxial digital inputs
Indicators for digital input signal lock and analog audio output

*Sonos Connect®, Heos Link®, BlueSound Node®, Google Chromecast Audio®, Apple Airport Express® and ESS
Hyperstream™ are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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